
All Cougars get ready for the first 
Interplanet Tournament!

You will compete with each other for the first 
time, and the strongest will be the one who gets 

the most MEnergy!



Put on one of the Interplanet Suits that will boost 
your abilities to an incredible level and go ahead 

to craft!

Leaderboards with daily rewards will 
appear on meo.world

The tournament lasts 
for 10 days

Main task is to craft as 
much MEnergy as possible 

Earned MEnergy counts 
in four Leaderboards

Leaderboards are awarded 
daily and at the final

NFT suit is the 
Tournament Pass

Only full suit of four 
parts is the pass

The suit increases 
energy production

Astronaut suit holders 
got private leaderboard

There will be 4 types of leaderboards in the MEO Interplanet 
tournament. Pools of rewards will be distributed automatically daily 

and at the final of the tournament in FRGX Tokens and USDT tokens. 

General

0xbf2a10e $89.4

0x40398 $67.4

0x9e683 $58.2

MEnergy crafted 
during the entire 

tournament

Daily

0xdbbdb $17.6

0x86848 $15.1

0x89648 $14.7

MEnergy crafted in 
a day

Rare

0xb8a3f5 $54.7

0x188ae5 $52.1

0x960314 $44.5

Leaderboard for 
rare NFT holders

Admirals 
Battle

0xdd718f $133.04

0xc6eeb0 $120.04

0xe6c3c5 $117.3

Only for Astronaut 
suit holders. 

x3 rewards!

To participate in MEO 
Interplanet 
Tournament, you will 
need a pass-suit. 


3 NFT sets consist of 
pants, gloves, boots 
and a tail. Each 
element increases 
the amount of 
MEnergy produced.

ASTRONAUT

20% 10% 10% 10% 4% 2% 2% 2%

NOMAND

10% 5% 5% 5%

BUCCANEER

Attention! Only a complete 
set of four elements is a 
pass to the Tournament. 
Items can be assembled 
from different sets.

starts April 29

ends May 10

Prize pool XX.999$ in FRGX & USDT 

Distribution daily and at the final



Additional drops & giveaways

Live community events

download on google play

Leaderboards

and results


on meo.world


